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Perfect Smile

                    (avoid all the costly, painful, irreversible pitfalls).
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            This lovely patient requested a natural looking br
            	                    [image: This lovely patient requested a natural looking brighter smile.  She also mentioned a lower maintenance option so we opted for our gold standard smile makeover with veneers.  For her we used 8 veneers on the upper , gum contouring and whitening of the lower teeth to match.  She was delighted with her results , what do you think ?]
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            GUMMY SMILE BEFORE / AFTER BOTOX

This patient had
            
	                
	            	                    [image: GUMMY SMILE BEFORE / AFTER BOTOX  This patient had Botox to help with his excessive gum display.  Botox will temporarily relax your lip’s elevator muscles. This stops your upper lip from rising so much whenever you smile. The results of having a botox injection will generally last for three to four months.  Botox is a safe procedure that will also amplify the volume of your lips while reducing vertical lines around your mouth.  While you will need to come back for further injections after the effects have subsided, botox is more cost-effective and less invasive than surgical options.   Here at The London Smile Clinic we are a dentist led clinic which means you are getting the highest level of care and skill. Understanding the anatomy of the face & neck with over 20 years experience means you’re in safe hands and receive gold standard results.   #gummysmile #botox #dental #gumbotox #gums #lipflip #gumcontouring #smile]
        
    



    
        
            @drpratiksharma invited
to speak at the Scottish o
            
	                
	            	                    [image: @drpratiksharma invited to speak at the Scottish orthodontic conference😄]
        
    



    
        
            Another lovely review ❤️

#compositebonding
#s
            	                    [image: Another lovely review ❤️  #compositebonding #smiletransformation #dentalimplants #clearbraces #invisalignlondon #nottinghillgate #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentist #harleystreet #dentistlondon #londondentist #celebritydentist #teethwhitening #perfectsmile #cosmeticdentistry #smile #braces #smilemakeover #londondentist #veneers #londonlife #ukdentistry #luxurydentist #loveyoursmile #porcelainveneers #dentist #dentistry #dentistlife #dentalprofessional #dentist+YourLocation]
        
    



    
        
            Out with the old…and in with the new! ✨

Our n
            	                    [image: Out with the old…and in with the new! ✨  Our new dental chairs ready and working today!  Thank you to @rpadental and their technical team for an excellent job done 👍🏼  Come and try the memory foam comfort for yourself 😁  #rpadental  #dentalchair  #sternweber  #sternweberdentalchair  #patientcomfort]
        
    



    
        
            Beautiful case by @drmichellesayour
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